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Abstract: Network-on-Chip (NoC) have been used as an interesting option in design
of communication infrastructures for embedded systems, providing a scalable structure
and balancing the communication between cores. Because several data packets can be
transmitted simultaneously through the network, an efficient routing strategy must be
used in order to avoid congestion delays. In this paper, ant colony algorithms were used
to find and optimize routes in a mesh-based NoC. The routing optimization is driven
by the minimization of total latency in packets transmission. The simulation results
show the effectiveness of the ant colony inspired routing by comparing it with general
purpose algorithms for deadlock free routing under different traffic patterns.
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1 Introduction

A System-on-Chip (SoC) is an integrated circuit composed by a full computer

system. SoCs contains, within the same package, processors, memory, input-

output controllers and specific application devices. This block structure follows

a design methodology based on intellectual property (IP) cores. Components

designed for a specific project can be reused in other SoCs, reducing design

time. Thus, under an extremely simplified view, to increase the number of tasks

performed by the SoC, just add more IP cores with different features.
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The increase of SoCs scale raises new design challenges. Among them is

communication between IP cores. The blocks of a SoC are interconnected by a

communication infrastructure, such as buses or point-to-point links. However,

each of these models have their limitations. Shared buses can cause high de-

lays if multiple blocks need to transmit data simultaneously. This does not

happen in point-to-point architectures. In turn, the communication structure

need to be redesigned for each new system. For many SoC designs, it is desir-

able to use a framework scalable as buses and fast as point-to-point links. An

architecture that includes these two features are the NoCs, Networks-on-Chip

[Benini and Micheli 2002].

In an NoC architecture, switches are interconnected by point-to-point links,

thus describing a network topology. An example of network topology is the mesh

shown in Fig. 1. The switches are also connected to the IP cores that constitute

the system, also called resources. Switches exchange information in the form of

messages and packages. The information generated by a resource is divided into

smaller parts and sent over the network. These packages are organized in the

destination switch and then delivered to resource. This operation is similar to

that performed by computer networks. The structure formed by a switch and a

resource is called a network node. NoCs can be used in the implementation of

multi-processors systems-on-chip (MPSoCs) for running applications with high

level of parallelism [Mourelle et al. 2010].
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Figure 1: Network-on-chip architecture.

In the design of NoC-based systems, the communication infrastructure can
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be imported as a single configurable IP block. However, many are the ways to

connect network and resources, in order to achieve the desired application. To

assist the designer, computational tools for project assistance, or EDAs (Elec-

tronic Design Automation), are used [Jóźwiak et al. 2010]. The purpose of EDAs

is to optimize intermediate stages of SoC and NoCs project, in order to obtain

a more efficient design implementation [Edwards et al. 1997].

In general, NoCs are developed to perform a specific application. This ap-

plication can be described initially as a software that must be embedded in

hardware. The EDA tool must be able to use information about the desired

application (at a high level of abstraction) and, through successive stages of op-

timization, implement a solution that meets the design specifications, which may

include hardware area, power consumption and time of execution. This optimiza-

tion may include several steps, such as task allocation [Da Silva et al. 2009], IP

mapping [Nedjah et al. 2011] and static routing. The Fig. 2 shows in a simplified

way the flowchart of a SoC design based on network-on-chip.
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Figure 2: Typical embedded system design flow for NoC platform.

The process of IP allocation consists in associating each task (or set of tasks)

to an appropriate IP block within a set of IPs or repository capable of performing

such a task. The mapping of an application consists in associating the set of IPs

resulting from the allocation to each node in communication infrastructure - in
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this case, the NoC. In other words, is spatially defined where each feature will

be implemented, i.e., where in network each IP core is connected. Routing, in

turn, defines which switches will be used for communication between cores.

Delays in communication may occur in congestion situations, when multiple

packets could be transmitted using the same switch at the same time. If the

routing algorithm adopted in the NoCs design is deterministic, the selection of

the packet path from the source to the destination switch will not consider the

load of intermediate switches - those between the source and destination switch.

If these switches are under a heavy traffic, a given packet can only be transmitted

after the end of congestion. This occurs even if other switches, not selected for

routing, are free for transmission. On the other hand, adaptive routing algorithms

can be used in order to avoid network congestion. These algorithms use not only

the position of origin and destination nodes, but also the actual load condition

of the network to calculate the route. When you find a region of network in use,

the routing can set the package to follow another path. This congestion-free path

may, however, be not minimal. These two situations are shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: Routing in a 3× 3 mesh.

In order to overcome the congestion problem, this paper proposes a route

optimization step in the design of NoCs, or more precisely, an adaptive and static

routing. In this routing, a network model provides the communication patterns

required for application execution. The calculation of routes is accomplished by

an optimization algorithm to minimize the communication time. The search is

always for a shortest path between origin and destination. If the intermediate

switches of this path are in use, the algorithm should be able to find another

route, so that the contention effects does not affect the transmission.

In this paper, the algorithm used in the search for routes is the ant colony

optimization (ACO) [Dorigo et al. 1996]. This is an example of swarm intelli-
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gence, where a group of individuals work together to find a solution to a given

problem. We compared the results of the network using the proposed routing

algorithms and literature widely adopted routing algorithms.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the

related work in routing algorithms. The specification of the simulated network

is shown in Section 3. In Section 4, we do an overview on ACO meta-heuristic.

The proposed routing is presented in Section 5. Simulation results are presented

in Section 6. The paper closes with a conclusion and the description of future

work in Section 7.

2 Related work

There are several papers that study the efficient routing in parallel and dis-

tributed computing. For a broader reference, [Ni and McKinley 1993] presents a

survey of routing techniques for direct networks.

Many of the techniques used for routing in NoCs, such as the XY algorithm,

were originally developed for computer networks and multiprocessor systems.

The XY algorithm is a routing technique widely used in 2D mesh networks

with wormhole switching, such as the Intel Touchstone DELTA [Intel 1991], the

Intel Paragon [Esser and Knecht 1993], the Symult 2010 [Seitz et al. 1988] and

the Caltech MOASIC [Seitz et al. 1993]. It works by sending packets over the

network first horizontally (X dimension), then vertically (Y dimension). This

idea can be expanded to a larger number of dimensions, being known as such

DOR (dimension order routing) [Ni and McKinley 1993]. In the context of NoCs,

XY routing proves efficient due to its simplicity of implementation and because

it is deadlock-free. Works that made use of this algorithm include the HERMES

network [Moraes et al. 2004] and the SoCIN network [Zeferino and Susin 2003].

Glass and Ni have proposed the so-called Turn Model for adaptive, livelock

and deadlock free algorithms [Glass and Ni 1992]. A turn is a change of 90◦

in the direction of packet transmission. The main idea of this model is to re-

strict the amount of turns that a package can perform in order to avoid the

formation of cycles that cause deadlocks. Following this concept, three routing

algorithms were proposed by Glass and Ni: the West-First, the North-last and

Negative-First. A related approach is the Odd-Even turn model [Chiu 2000] for

designing partially adaptive deadlock-free routing algorithms. Unlike the turn

model, which relies on prohibiting certain turns in order to achieve freedom

from deadlock, this model restricts the locations where some types of turns can

be taken. As a result, the degree of routing adaptiveness provided is more even

for different source-destination pairs.

The work of Jose Duato has addressed the mathematical foundations of rout-

ing algorithms. His main interests have been in the area of adaptive routing algo-

rithms for multicomputer networks. Most of the concepts are directly applicable
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to NoC. In [Duato 1993], the theoretical foundation for deadlock-free adaptive

routing in wormhole networks is given.

3 Network specification

The network model in this work uses switches with five communication ports.

Four ports are responsible for communication with neighboring switches and

one is for local communication with the resource. The switches are considered

bufferless using no virtual channels. The network topology is a two dimension

mesh, as shown in Fig 1. The switching technique adopted was the wormhole. In

this method, packets are divided into smaller units called flits (flow-units). It is

assumed that each communication channel has a width of a flit. The transmission

of flits is performed in a pipeline way, as seen in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4: Transmission of 3 flits in wormhole switching.

The latency of a packet sent trough the network in wormhole switching is

given by Equation 1, where tflit is the transmission time of a flit in a channel,

D is the number of switches in a path, L is the total length of a packet (in bits),

W is the length of a channel, and Ldelay is the number of bits that would have

been transmitted in a period of congestion.

Tpacket = tflit ·

(

D +

[

L

W

]

+

[

Ldelay

W

])

(1)

4 Ant Colony Optimization

Ant algorithms [Dorigo et al. 1996], also known as Ant Colony Optimization

(ACO), are a class of heuristics search algorithms, that have been successfully
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applied to solving NP hard problems [Bonabeau et al. 1999]. Ant algorithms

are biologically inspired in the behavior of colonies of ants, and in particular

how they forage for food. One of the main ideas behind this approach is that

the ants can communicate with one another through indirect means by making

modifications to the concentration of highly volatile chemicals called pheromones

in their neighbor environment. As it has been shown [Goss et al. 1989], indirect

communication among ants via pheromone trails enables them to find shortest

paths between their nest and food sources. The most emphatic and best known

example of the use of pheromones by ants is the double bridge experiment. An

ant nest is connected to a food source by two bridges with different lengths.

This configuration is shown in Fig. 5. Initially, ants choose equally both ways.

However, opting for shorter path are able to go back to the food supply before

the ants that follow the long way. Thus, also the concentration of pheromone on

the shortest path will be greater from the moment the ants complete the round

trip. This capability of real ant colonies has inspired the definition of artificial ant

colonies that can find approximate solutions to hard combinatorial optimization

problems.

Food Food Food

T = 1 T = 2 T = 3

Figure 5: Pheromone concentration in the double bridge experiment.

The core ideas of ACO are (i) the use of repeated simulations carried out by

a population of artificial agents called “ants” to generate new solutions to the

problem, (ii) the use by the agents of stochastic local search to build the solutions

in an incremental way, and (iii) the use of information collected during past
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simulations (artificial pheromones) to direct future search for better solutions.

Several ant algorithms make use of the structure shown in the Algorithm 1

[Dorigo et al. 2006], the ACO meta-heuristics.

Algorithm 1 ACO meta-heuristic

1: initialize parameters and pheromone trails;

2: while termination condition not met do

3: construct ant solutions;

4: local search (optional);

5: update pheromone trails;

6: end while;

In the artificial ant colony approach, each ant builds a solution by using two

types of information locally accessible: problem-specific information, and infor-

mation added by ants during previous iterations of the algorithm. In fact, while

building a solution, each ant collects information on the problem characteristics

and on its own performance, and uses this information to modify the represen-

tation of problem, as seen locally by the other ants. The representation of the

problem is modified in such a way that information contained in past good so-

lutions can be exploited to build new and hopefully better ones. This form of

indirect communication mediated by the environment is called stigmergy, and is

typical in social insects.

5 ACO based routing

The Ant Colony Optimization, with the ability to search for paths, emerging as

a powerful solution for routing problems. Thus, this paper presents the use of

the ACO meta-heuristic in the construction of routing algorithms. Two models

of static routing for NoCs are proposed. These algorithms were called REAS

(routing based on EAS [Dorigo et al. 1996]) and RACS (routing based on ACS

[Dorigo and Gambardella 1997]). Both algorithms search paths in an architec-

ture characterization graph that represents the network 2D mesh topology. These

algorithms make use of multiple ant colonies, where each colony is responsible

for searching the route of a package. In this approach, each colony has its own

pheromone and ants. However, the colonies must exchange information in order

to minimize the latency of their respective packages. Thus, the route found by an

ant from a given colony is visible to the ants from other colonies, because these

packets are being transmitted simultaneously and in the same network. In the

proposed algorithms, ants in a network node knows only two things. The first is
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the pheromone concentration in the surrounding nodes. The second is the load

on a node, the waiting time in each of the four possible transmission directions.

5.1 REAS algorithm

The Elitist Ant System is directly inspired by the Ant System, the first or ant

algorithms [Dorigo et al. 1996]. The EAS is characterized mainly by the use of

elitism, in order to differentiate the best ants. A simplified pseudo-code of REAS

is shown in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 REAS algorithm

Require: network parameters;

Require: EAS parameters;

Require: packets parameters;

1: while total of cycles do

2: for k = 1→ number of ants do

3: for g = 1→ number of packets do

4: while nodeactual 6= nodedestination do

5: Antk,g select the nodenext;

6: calculates the load of Antk,g in nodeactual;

7: nodeactual ← nodenext
8: end while

9: calculates Antk,g pheromone;

10: end for

11: calculates the elitist pheromone;

12: accumulate the pheromone of ants in k iteration;

13: end for

14: update the global pheromone;

15: end while

16: return best solution;

In the REAS algorithm, ants build paths through the network selecting the

next node with base in Equation 2, where pkij is the probability of the ant k go

from the node i to the node j.

pkij(t) =











τj(t)
α
·ηij

β

∑

k∈allowedk

τk(t)
α
·ηik

β

if j ∈ allowedk

0 otherwise

(2)

The probability of selecting a particular direction is a function of pheromone

concentration and network load in this direction. These two parameters are
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weighted by their importance constant α and β. The network load is used indi-

rectly by ηij , defined by:

ηij =
1

Cij

(3)

where Cij is the load in transmission from i to j.

At the end of each iterative cycle, the pheromone of all colonies is updated

according to Equation 4. Part of the pheromone of the previous iteration is

reduced by evaporation rate ρ, and then reinforced by the contribution of all

m ants in the current cycle. The pheromone also receives the reinforcement of

elitist ants: those that achieve the best solutions deposit their pheromone in

every cycle, directing the search in subsequent cycles.

τt+1 = (1− ρ) · τt +

m
∑

k=1

∆τk + τelite (4)

The pheromone in the path find by a single ant k is defined by:

∆τk =
Q

Lk

(5)

where Q is a constant and Lk represents the total latency of the solution. It

is easy to see that the ants with the worst results provide a smaller amount of

pheromone.

5.2 RACS algorithm

The second ant algorithm used in this work is described below. The RACS is

very similar to REAS, with the same structure of multiple colonies being used.

The algorithm on which the RACS was inspired, called Ant Colony System

[Dorigo and Gambardella 1997], differs from others ant algorithms by:

– the selection method of next nodes in solutions building, and

– the use of a different pheromone update.

Because these two mechanisms, ACS improves over AS by increasing the

importance of exploitation of information collected by previous ants with respect

to exploration of the search space. The pseudo-code of RACS algorithm is shown

in Algorithm 3.

Thus, the RACS uses the so-called pseudo-random proportional rule.

j =

{

argmaxj∈[1,4]

{

τj · η
β
ij

}

if q ≤ q0,

S otherwise
(6)

As shown in Equation 6, the probability for an ant to move from node i

to node j depends on a random variable q, uniformly distributed over [0, 1],
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Algorithm 3 RACS algorithm

Require: network parameters;

Require: ACS parameters;

Require: packets parameters;

1: while total of cycles do

2: for k = 1→ number of ants do

3: for g = 1→ number of packets do

4: while nodeactual 6= nodedestination do

5: Antk,g select the nodenext;

6: calculates the load of Antk,g in nodeactual;

7: update the local pheromone in nodeactual;

8: nodeactual ← nodenext
9: end while

10: calculates Antk,g pheromone;

11: end for

12: if solution of ants in k iteration is the best then

13: τbest ← pheromone of ants in k iteration;

14: end if

15: end for

16: update the global pheromone with τbest;

17: end while

18: return best solution;

and a parameter q0. If q ≤ q0, then the next node is directly selected by

argmaxj∈[1,4]{τj · η
β
ij}, i.e., the direction with the largest value of τj · η

β
ij . Other-

wise, the next node is defined by S, that uses a selection method similar to that

employed by EAS (Equation 2).

The RACS algorithm also uses a double pheromone update. The offline up-

date is applied at the end of each iteration only by the best-so-far ant.

τ jt+1 =

{

(1 − ρ) · τ jt + ρ ·∆τj if j belongs to best path

τ jt otherwise
(7)

The offline update is given by Equation 7, where ∆τj is the reinforcement

of the best ant pheromone. As said, the offline update perform a strong elitist

strategy. The best ant can be the iteration-best ant, that is, the best in the

current iteration, or the global-best ant, that is, the ant that made the best tour

from the start of the trial.

The local update is performed by all ants in each step of construction of a

solution.

τt+1 = (1− ρ) · τt + ρ · τ0 (8)
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This local update is defined by Equation 8, where ρ is the evaporation con-

stant, and τ0 is the initial pheromone at each node. In practice ACS ants “eat”

some of the pheromone trail on the edges they visit. This has the effect of de-

creasing the probability that a same path is used by all the ants (i.e., it favors

exploration, counterbalancing this way the above-mentioned modifications that

strongly favor exploitation of the collected knowledge about the problem).

6 Evaluation experiments and results

A cycle-accurate network simulator was implemented in Matlab, supporting 2D

mesh networks with wormhole switching. To estimate the performance of the

proposed methods, networks were simulated with four different routing algo-

rithms: REAS, RACS, XY and Odd-Even (OE). The efficiency of each type of

routing is evaluated through latency/packet× injection rate curves. The time

unit adopted is the simulator cycle, where one cycle is the transmission time of

one flit. The performed tests uses synthetic patterns of packet generation, which

vary the number of packets, the packet injection rate and the spatial arrangement

of the nodes of origin and destination.

All algorithms were executed with Matlab Version 7.7.0.471 (R008b). The

simulations were performed on PCs with Intel Core i7 950 3GHz, 8Gb RAM and

Microsoft Windows 7 Home Premium operating system.

6.1 Tests with synthetic traffic patterns

The network was simulated with size of 5 × 5, a square of 25 nodes. The set

of simulation tests were performed varying the network routing algorithm, the

pattern of traffic generation, the rate of injection and the number of packets.

These parameters are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Simulation parameters.

Routing algorithms REAS, RACS, XY, OE

Traffic pattern Uniform, Hots-pot, Local, Complement, Trans. 1, Trans. 2

Injection rate 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 100%

Number of packets 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100

According to [Duato et al. 2002], the evaluation of interconnection networks

requires the definition of representative workload models. This is a difficult task

because the behavior of the network may differ considerably from one archi-

tecture to another and from one application to another. Moreover, in general,
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performance is more heavily affected by traffic conditions than by design pa-

rameters. Up to now, there has been no agreement on a set of standard traces

that could be used for network evaluation. Most performance analysis used syn-

thetic workloads with different characteristics. These models can be used in the

absence of more detailed information about the applications. Workload models

are basically defined by three parameters: distribution of destinations, injection

rate, and message length.

6.1.1 Packet distribution

The source-destination pairs are generated following six different distribution

patterns, as shown in Fig. 6. These patterns are based on models widely used

in the evaluation of communication in multiprocessor and distributed systems

[Duato et al. 2002]. The uniform, hot-spot and local were called random patterns,

because both the source and destination nodes are chosen in a randomly way.

In the uniform pattern, all nodes have the same probability of being selected.

The hot-spot pattern is similar to uniform. However, for the destination nodes,

a particular node has a higher probability of selection. In local pattern, only

nodes around the source node can be selected as a destination.

The complement, matrix transpose 1 and matrix transpose 2 were called de-

terministic patterns. Although the selection of source nodes is random (following

the uniform distribution), the destination nodes are selected according to the po-

sition of the source nodes. In the complement pattern, for a source node in the

position (x, y), the destination node is in the position (size−x+1, size−y+1),

where size is the number of nodes in a column or row of the mesh. For patterns

matrix transpose 1 and 2, the destination nodes are respectively in the positions

(size− y + 1, size− x+ 1) and (y, x).

6.1.2 Injection rate

The packet injection rate relates the transmission time of flits (from resource to

switch) and idle time between the end of the transmission of a packet and the

beginning of the transmission of next packet. The injection rate is a fraction of

the network channel total bandwidth.

Two different injection rates are shown in Fig. 7. It is assumed that each flit is

transmitted in one cycle, and that the period between the start of transmission of

two consecutive packets is fixed. At the rate of 50%, a 5 flit size packet is injected

into the network; only after a idle time of 5 cycles, the next packet starts to be

injected. In this situation, only half of the total transmission capacity is used.

At the rate of 100%, there is no idle time between packets. The use of injection

rates lower than 100% is interesting in situations of network congestion, since

the late flits can be sent during idle time between packets.
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Figure 6: Possible communication pairs in a 3× 3 mesh.
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Figure 7: Two different injection rates.

6.1.3 Packet size

The packet size can also be shaped in various ways. Two values must be dis-

tinguished: the size of a packet and its amount of flits. The size L of a package

is the value of its total length in bits. In turn, the amount of flits defined by

Equation 9 is the largest integer value obtained by dividing the packet size by

W , the size of a phit (physical unit, width of channel bits).

#flits =

⌈

L

W

⌉

(9)

Generally, packet length is defined as a constant in simulations. Alternatively,

the length may be made variable in simulations, when studying the effects of

different packet sizes on network [Duato et al. 2002]. In this situation, the size

can be chosen at random according to a specific probability distribution, such

as the spatial distribution of packets.

In this work, the amount of flits is associated with the injection rate. The

number of cycles from the start of transmission of a packet and the start of the

next is defined as the fixed value of 20 cycles. Thus, the amount of flits varies

according to desired injection rate as seen in Table 2.

Table 2: Amount of flits in each injection rate.

Injection rate 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Flits 02 04 06 08 10 12 14 16 18 20

Idle cycles 18 16 14 12 10 08 06 04 02 00
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6.2 Simulation results

For each simulation, we obtained the total latency and the average latency per

packet. The total latency is the sum of the individual latency of all packets being

transmitted on the network. The individual latency is the amount of simulation

cycles that have elapsed since the injection of the first flit of a packet until

the beginning of injection of the next packet of the same message. The average

latency is the latency value obtained divided by the total number of packets.

Results are shown in the Fig. 8. The general purpose of these tests is to

verify the variation of latency under different injection rates. The curves of

latency/packet × injection rate are, in fact, a mean of the values obtained

for different quantity of packets. Each graph illustrates these curves for the four

routing algorithms adopted.

The latency values (obtained in simulations) can be also arranged as func-

tion of number of packets. In Fig. 9, for each traffic pattern, latency/packet×

number of packets curves are shown. For these curves, the value latency/packet

is the average (of obtained values for a same number of packets), for different

injection rates.

For all traffic patterns, the latency curve of REAS is located below the curves

of the other methods, indicating its ability to search for routes that provide a

shorter transmission time. This performance is slightly better than the others at

low injection rates, becoming more evident in rates above 50%. The RACS has a

latency curve similar to the obtained by XY and OE algorithms for the uniform

and hot-spot traffic patterns. For Local and Complement patterns these curves

differ, with RACS getting lower latency values compared to the XY and OE. In

matrix transpose patterns, the RACS achieved similar results to those obtained

by REAS.

7 Conclusions

Static routing is an efficient solution in NoCs designed to run always the same

set of applications. This is because the communication paths need only be de-

fined one time. In this paper we propose the use of ACO-based algorithms in

the optimization of paths in the static routing step in NoC design. The REAS

and RACS algorithms proved to be effective in search of routes. Results of sim-

ulations with the network under different synthetic traffic patterns show the ant

algorithms being able to find routes with latency less than that obtained with

XY and OE algorithms. Future work may study the behavior of ant algorithms

in packet routing for applications mapped on the network, showing its use in

examples closer to real world NoCs.
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Figure 8: Results for the network under six different traffic patterns.
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Figure 9: Results for the network under six different traffic patterns.
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